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Contribution to the Understanding of Tribological Properties
of Graphite Intercalation Compounds with Metal Chloride
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Ph. Baranek • F. Boucher • R. Vangelisti •

D. Billaud

Abstract Intrinsic tribological properties of lamellar

compounds are usually attributed to the presence of van der

Waals gaps in their structure through which interlayer

interactions are weak. The controlled variation of the dis-

tances and interactions between graphene layers by inter-

calation of electrophilic species in graphite is used in order

to explore more deeply the friction reduction properties of

low-dimensional compounds. Three graphite intercalation

compounds with antimony pentachloride, iron trichloride

and aluminium trichloride are studied. Their tribological

properties are correlated to their structural parameters, and

the interlayer interactions are deduced from ab initio bands

structure calculations.
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Friction coefficient � Graphite intercalation compounds �
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1 Introduction

The good tribologic properties of lamellar compounds

(MoS2, graphite, etc.) are classically associated to their

anisotropic structures [1–8] in which the intra layer cova-

lent binding forces are much larger than the interlayer ones

(van der Waals forces or weak orbital overlaps). These

weak interlayer interactions are supposed to generate low-

critical shear rate along directions parallel to the layers,

resulting in a low-friction coefficient.

Considering this hypothesis, it should be theoretically

possible to modulate the tribologic behaviour of lamellar

compounds by modifying the nature and intensity of the

interlayer interactions. Such modifications can be obtained

by intercalation of chemical species in the van der Waals

gaps of the lamellar materials. The synthesis of intercala-

tion compounds with various chemical species at different

concentrations was recognized of great interest in order to

monitor the physical properties of the host materials such

as electrical, thermal or magnetic properties [9–17]. In the

case of graphite, the intercalation processes have been the

object of numerous investigations since the 1930s [18, 19]

as far as a large variety of reagents can be intercalated into
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graphite according to its electronic structure: the graphene

sheets can accommodate electron donor as well as electron

acceptor species [20]. The intercalation processes are

generally accompanied by oxido-reduction reactions

implying the intercalated species and the host structure.

These characteristics of the intercalation mechanism are at

the origin of energy storage applications in the case of

electron donor intercalants, typically alkali metals and

more specifically lithium, to constitute electrode materials

for batteries [21–26]. For electron acceptor intercalants,

anionic species are intercalated into the oxidized graphite

network [27–29]. In both cases, the obtained graphite

intercalation compounds (GICs), present a lamellar struc-

ture in which the planar shape of the graphene layers

remains unchanged. As first effects, the intercalation pro-

cess leads to an enhancement of the interlayer distances

and a modification of interlayer interactions subjected to

influence the tribologic behaviour of the host structure.

The great interest generated by metal chloride–GICs is

due to the enhancement of the in-layer conductivity by the

intercalation process resulting from the charge transfer from

the host structure to the electrophilic intercalant [27]. In spite

of many X-ray diffraction, Mössbauer spectroscopy and

electron microscopy experiments, the structures of these

compounds are not completely established. The nature of the

intercalated species and the stacking sequences along c~axis

are generally well identified, but the spatial distribution of

the intercalated molecules in the van der Waals gaps are still

not clearly determined [30–34]. The large c~ axis expansion

resulting from the intercalation process is supposed to

strongly modify the tribologic behaviour.

In this study, the tribologic properties of GICs prepared

from selected transition metal chlorides species (FeCl3,

SbCl5 and AlCl3) are evaluated and compared to pristine

graphite one.

Assuming a great similarity between the electronic

structures of the GIC compounds, electronic structures of

graphite and of the AlCl3–GIC are established in order to

evaluate the interlayer interactions and correlate their

evolution to obtained friction properties.

2 Methodological Aspects

2.1 Experimental Approach

2.1.1 Materials

Three GICs are studied in this work. They result from the

intercalation of iron (III) chloride (FeCl3), aluminium (III)

chloride (AlCl3) and antimony (V) pentachloride (SbCl5).

FeCl3 and AlCl3–GICs are prepared in the vapour phase

by the standard two-temperature zone method in which the

metal halide vapour reacts with graphite [35–37]. Com-

mercial powder of FeCl3 or AlCl3 (Fluka, 99.9 %) and

natural graphite from Madagascar are placed in the two

compartments of a two-bulb Pyrex tube. The tube is then

heated in a furnace in order to obtain two controlled tem-

perature zones. The intercalation of FeCl3 or AlCl3 mole-

cules (resulting from sublimation of the initial powder) is

performed under chlorine atmosphere. Graphite is main-

tained at a temperature TG higher than the metal halide

sublimation temperature in order to avoid the condensation

of MClx on the graphite surface. The experimental condi-

tions are reported in Table 1.

In the case of SbCl5, the intercalation compound is

obtained by direct action of liquid SbCl5 (Sigma-Aldrich,

99.9 %) on pyrographite (PGCCL, Le Carbone Lorraine).

In such conditions, SbCl5 intercalates spontaneously into

the graphitic structure to obtain the SbCl5C12 stoechiom-

etry [25].

2.1.2 Tribologic Tests

The tribologic properties of the compounds are evaluated

using an alternative ball-on-plane tribometer consisting of

an AISI 52100 steel ball rubbing against an AISI 52100

steel plane (Table 2) on which the tested material is

deposited.

Table 1 Experimental conditions for the synthesis of MClx–GICs

Intercalant TM TG Duration Composition

FeCl3 300 °C 320 °C 2–5 days FeCl3C5–9 [20]

AlCl3 150 °C 170 °C 3 days AlCl3.3C9–10 [21]

SbCl5 165 °C 170 °C 12 h SbCl5C12 [22]

Table 2 Experimental parameters of the tribologic tests

Steel ball Metallurgy: AISI 52100

HV = 850

Young modulus: E = 200 GPa

Diameter: 9.5 mm

Roughness: Ra = 90 ± 10 nm;

Sa = 120 nm

Steel plane Metallurgy AISI 52100

HV = 850

Young modulus: E = 200 GPa

Roughness: Ra = 350 ± 10 nm;

Sa = 405 nm

Normal load 10 N

Contact diameter (Hertz’s

theory)

140 lm

Mean contact pressure 0.65 GPa

Sliding speed 6 mm s-1



A normal load of 10 N is applied leading to a contact

diameter of 140 lm (according to Hertz’s theory) and a

mean contact pressure of 0.65 Gpa. The sliding speed is

6 mm s-1. The friction coefficient is measured with a

computer-based data acquisition system.

Balls are used as delivered. Planes are polished to

generate the desired roughness needed to improve the

adherence of the tested solid films on the substrate surfaces.

Surface roughness characterizations are performed by

means of an optical Altisurf 500 profilometer allowing us

to evaluate the 2D (Ra) and 3D (Sa) roughness parameters

of the balls and the planes reported in Table 2.

Balls and planes are ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol and

acetone in order to eliminate contaminants. The solid lubri-

cant is deposited onto the plane by rubbing the tested GIC on

the flat steel surface. Due to the sensitivity of the intercala-

tion compounds to oxygen and moisture, the tribologic

experiments are performed in a glove box under high-purity

argon atmosphere ([H2O]\ 20 ppm, [O2]\ 1 ppm).

The friction coefficient measured during the first few

cycles is considered to characterize the intrinsic tribologic

properties of the materials. The evolution of the friction

coefficient as a function of the cycle number is followed in

order to investigate the friction properties changes induced

by structural transformations of the initial materials during

the friction process. Additional experiments are carried out

by adding one drop of petroleum ether (PE) in order to

facilitate the tribofilm formation as already shown in pre-

vious works [38, 39]. The friction coefficients of the ‘‘dry

compounds’’ are measured after PE evaporation.

2.1.3 Raman Investigations

Raman spectroscopy studies of the initial compounds and

of the tribofilms are performed with a HR 800 Horiba multi

channel spectrometer using a Peltier cooled CCD detector

for signal recording. The exciting line is 532 nm wave-

length line (Nd YAG laser). The pre-monochromator is a

notch filter and the monochromator a 300-lines/mm holo-

graphic grating. In our conditions (objective lens 950,

confocal hole 500 lm, spectrometer entry aperture

500 lm), the probe diameter is of 7 lm, the wavenumber

resolution is of 10 cm-1 and dispersion is 0.8 cm-1/pixel.

The laser power at the sample level is 30 mW, and

acquisition time is in the range of 10–60 s depending on

the sample thickness. Special attention is paid to avoid

sample irradiation damages during the analyses.

2.2 Theoretical Approach

Ab initio calculations, in order to obtain bands structures and

density of states (DOS) diagrams, were initiated using the

Full-Linearized Augmented PlaneWaves (FLAPW)method

implemented in Wien2k code [40]. These calculations were

then confirmed and completed (geometric optimization, van

der Waals corrections and interlayer interactions) using the

ab initio periodic CRYSTAL [41, 42] and VASP [43–45]

codes. CRYSTAL permits to solve self-consistently both the

Hartree–Fock (HF) and Kohn–Sham (KS) equations, as well

as hybrid HF/KS schemes, using pseudopotential or all-

electron Gaussian-type function (GTF) basis set through the

standard linear combination of atomic orbital (LCAO)

approach. The VASP code, on the other hand, uses density

functional techniques, as well as hybrid schemes [46–49],

with the plane wave ultrasoft pseudopotential of Vanderbilt

(USPP) [48] or projected augmented plane wave (PAW)

approaches [49, 50].

In this study, the exchange–correlation functional of

Perdew et al. [51] based on the generalized gradient

approximation (GGA) has been used.

Regarding the basis sets available in the library of the

VASP code, we have employed the USPP pseudopoten-

tials. In the present pseudopotentials, the aluminium and

chlorine 3s and 3p and carbon 2s and 2p electrons were

treated as valence electrons.

With CRYSTAL, the Al and C atoms have been

described by an all-electron GTF basis set. Standard basis

with 8511-1d* and 621-1d* has been adopted for Al and C,

respectively. For Cl, the 3s and 3p have been treated as

valence electrons combined with a Hay–Wadt small-core

pseudopotential and a 31-1d* basis set.

With CRYSTAL, the 7 7 7 7 14 thresholds have been

used for the Coulomb and exchange series. For VASP, we

used a plane wave cut-off of 520 eV. For both codes, the

calculations have been performed with an 10 9 10 9 10

Monkhorst–Pack k-point mesh [52]. The total energies and

eigenvalues obtained with this mesh are determined with a

precision of 10-4 eV, and the bond lengths are predicted

with an error of less than 0.01 Å.

One of the delicate aspects in the evaluation of the

energies of interaction (IE) between layers is that these last

ones are very weak. The use of CRYSTAL allows us to

obtain reliable and accurate primitive cell energy values in

bulk 3D material and in isolated bi-dimensional layers (see

calculation principle in Fig. 1).

The interaction energy between layers is obtained via

the following formula:

IE ¼ EBulk ÿ EIsolated layer

where EBulk is the total energy of the primitive cell in the

bulk material and EIsolated layer is the total energy of the

primitive cell in the isolated layer.

In order to take into account more reliably the contri-

bution of the van der Waals interactions in the interlayer

interaction energy calculations, the semi-empirical London

dispersion type’s correction, as proposed by Grimme [53,



54] (the D2-correction) implemented in CRYSTAL and

VASP, was used. In this article, only the results obtained

with CRYSTAL are reported (our available version of

VASP do not possess this correction). But, as it is shown in

Table 3 and in previous works [55, 56], both codes provide

the same results on the structural and electronic properties

of solids. The Grimme correction does not introduce heavy

modifications in the calculated a and b lattice parameters

(less than 0.05 %) as already noticed in previous works

related to other molecular and layered materials [57–59].

This correction is used to obtain a best estimate of the

interlayer interactions [57–59].

Graphite interlayer interaction in AlCl3–GIC in eV/at

IEG ¼ ÿ0:045 eV=at IEGIC ¼ ÿ0:001 eV=at

3 Results

3.1 Structure of the Initial GICs

The studied materials are Stage 1 GICs. In such com-

pounds, the intercalated molecules occupy all the van der

Waals gaps. According to previous works [35, 36, 60], the

interlayer distance, equal to 3.35 Å for pristine graphite, is

strongly enhanced and raises 9.37, 9.44 and 9.56 Å for

FeCl3–GIC, SbCl5–GIC and AlCl3–GIC, respectively

(Fig. 2). The lamellar structure of MClx–GICs is charac-

terized by the graphene–chlorine–metal–chorine–graphene

stacking sequence along c~axis (Fig. 2). However, the exact

position of the intercalant in the van der Waals gaps is still

not exactly determined. As a consequence, geometric

optimization procedure is used in order to determine the

more probable position of the intercalated species in the

Table 3 Theoretical determined geometries of Al4Cl12C48

Crystal’s axes a~ b~ c~

VASP CRYSTAL VASP CRYSTAL VASP CRYSTAL

Lattice parameters 17.40 17.114 (17.112) 7.41 7.414 (7.413) 9.56

Atomic positions

Al 0. 0. 0.3110 0.3143 (0.3147) 0.4237 0.4177 (0.4168)

Cl1 0.8944 0.8936 (0.8936) 0.1915 0.1946 (0.1951) 0.3777 0.3659 (0.3644)

Cl2 0. 0. 0.6017 0.6095 (0.6105) 0.3488 0.3512 (0.3516)

C1 0.7916 0.7917 (0.917) 0. 0. 0. 0.

C2 0.9584 0.9583 (0.9583) 0. 0. 0. 0.

C3 0.8334 0.8333 (0.8333) 0.1666 0.1666 (0.1666) 0.9997 0.9995 (0.9995)

C4 0.9165 0.9166 (0.9166) 0.1665 0.1665 (0.1665) 0.9999 0.9993 (0.9994)

C5 0.7916 0.7917 (0.7917) 0.3332 0.3333 (0.3333) 0.9999 0.9998 (0.9999)

C6 0.9584 0.9583 (0.9583) 0.3331 0.3332 (0.3332) 0.0006 0.0001 (0.0001)

C7 0.8333 0.8333 (0.8333) 0.5 0.5 0. 0.

C8 0.9165 0.9166 (0.9166) 0.5 0.5 0. 0.

dc–c 1.434\d\1.449 1.426\d\1.428 (1.4256\d\1.4258)

The space group is Pccm. The c~ axis is taken as perpendicular to the carbon planes. Using this convention, the a~; b~ and c~ axes correspond to the

c~; a~ and b~ axes of the Pccm space group, respectively. The lattice parameters are in Å and the atomic positions in fractionary units of the crystal

axes. The dg (along the c~ axis) interlayer distance is fixed at the experimental data. The distance between carbon atoms in a given carbon plane

dc–c is in Å. The van der Waals corrected values are given in brackets

Bulk (3D periodic system) with EBulk as the total energy of the primitive cell material

Isolated layer (2D periodic system deduced from the bulk) with EIsolated layer as the total energy

of the primitive cell of the isolated layer.

IE = EBulk - EIsolated layer

Fig. 1 Method principle used for the determination of the interlayer

energy of interaction (IE) for Al4Cl12C48



case of AlCl3–GIC. The ab initio band structure calcula-

tions are then carried out on this optimized structure.

In the case of the FeCl3–GIC, the graphitic and the in-

tercalant lattices are incommensurate [61], and the pres-

ence of FeCl3 islands in the van der Waals gaps was

pointed out by scanning tunnelling microscopy [62].

In the case of the SbCl5–GIC, according to Mössbauer

spectroscopy experiments, which point out the simulta-

neous presence of Sb5? (SbClÿ6 and SbCl5 species) and

Sb3? (SbClÿ4 and SbCl3 species) ions in proportions

depending on the synthesis conditions [31, 63], two inter-

calated species are present between the graphene sheets

resulting from the chemical reaction [29]:

3SbCl5 þ 2eÿ , 2SbClÿ6 þ SbCl3

In the case of the AlCl3–GIC, the intercalated layers

present two microstructures which coexist in the van der

Waals gaps [28], depending on the synthesis conditions.

The first one consists in disordered Al2Cl6 arrangements,

while the second structure is characterized by ordered

arrangements of Al2Cl6 molecules and AlClÿ4 ions in an

orthorhombic lattice commensurate with the graphite one

[30, 64]. For ab initio calculations, the structure

determination of AlCl3–GIC was carried out using both

experimental parameters deduced in the literature from

X-ray diffraction (c~ axis, interlayer distance) and energy

minimization process.

The optimized unit cell contains 64 atoms constituted of

48 carbon atoms in a flat hexagonal net, 4 aluminium atoms

in the median plane of the cell and 12 chlorine atoms

located between each carbon and aluminium planes.

Therefore, the stoechiometry of the compound is

Al4Cl12C48 which is close to the experimental one, equal to

AlCl3.3C9–10.

The resulting structure is presented in Fig. 3 and the

corresponding parameters in Table 3. This cell is charac-

terized by carbon planes in a weak corrugated hexagonal

lattice. The distance between the carbon atoms along the

graphene sheets is in the 1.43–1.45 Å range. Those results

are in good agreement with the experimental data. The unit

cell contains four AlCl3 molecules where the Al atoms

occupy the tetrahedral sites of a double layer of chlorine

atoms. The corresponding Al–Cl distances are, respec-

tively, 2.08 and 2.27 Å.

3.2 Electronic Structure of Pristine Graphite

The electronic structure of graphite was already studied in

previous works [65–70]. The results obtained in this study

allow us to validate the calculation approach and constitute

the reference for the understanding of the electronic

structure and interlayer interactions evolutions induced by

intercalation.

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the structure of graphite and

MClx–GICs. In the case of graphite (a) the interlayer spacing is

3.35 Å. In the case of GICs (b) the van der Waals gap is occupied by

intercalant molecules leading to an enhancement of the distance

between graphene layers. The FeCl3–GIC structure is presented in

c [20]



The bands structure and DOS diagrams of graphite are

presented in Fig. 4a and b, respectively. The projected

DOS on p character points out that the top of the valence

band and the bottom of the conduction one are constituted

of p and p* states, respectively. The DOS at Fermi level is

very small [0.05 state/(eV cell)] but not zero conferring to

graphite a semi-metal behaviour according to its electrical

properties. The r and p states are spread over a large range

of energy (-19 eV to -3 eV for r and -8 eV to 0 eV for

p) showing strong (covalent) interactions in the solid.

The First Brillouin Zone (FBZ) presented in Fig. 4c

allows us to identify the paths, characterized by specific k-

points at their extremities, along which the bands disper-

sions are studied and presented in bands diagrams. The

K-C, C-M, H-A and A-L paths, for example, are parallel to

ða~; b~Þ planes and C-M, M-L and K-H are parallel to c~ axis.

Bands energy dispersion along these paths will point out

the strength of the orbital interactions along the corre-

sponding directions. As large the bands dispersion are, as

large the interaction strength along the considered direc-

tions are. Especially bands dispersion along C-M, M-L and

K-H will characterize the intensity of interactions through

the van der Waals gap.

The fat band diagrams presented in Fig. 4 emphasize by

thick lines the r (d) and p (e) contributions. r and p bands

strongly disperse along K-G-M-K and H-A-L-H paths

parallel to ða~; b~Þ planes according to the strong in-layer

covalent interactions. However, p bands slightly disperse

along C-M, M-L and K-H paths (underlined by red rect-

angles) pointing out weak graphene interlayer interaction

through the gap corresponding to slight 2pz carbon orbital

overlaps. The valence electron density map presented in

Fig. 6 confirms these small overlaps through the gap by the

presence of a slight electron density (0.04 e/Å3) in the

middle of the gap.

The estimated value of the interaction energy between

layers, using the procedure described in Sect. 2.2, is of:

IEG ¼ ÿ0:045 eV=at

3.3 Electronic Structure of AlCl3–GIC

Figure 5a–c presents the FBZ, the bands structure and the

DOS diagrams corresponding to the AlCl3–GIC optimized

structure (Al4Cl12C48 Fig. 3). As for graphite, the top of the

valence band and the bottom of the conduction one are

mainly p and p* states, respectively. The Fermi level is

slightly shifted in the p states due to electron transfers from

the graphene layers to electrophilic AlCl3 intercalant, and

the DOS at Fermi level is increased by comparison to

graphite explaining the improvement by a 10 factor of the

in-layer conductivity.

The bands structure diagram is rather complex with a

great number of bands resulting of the size of the unit cell

containing 64 atoms. Simultaneous examination of the

DOS projected on the atomic characters and the bands

structure diagram allows us to estimate the behaviour of the

bands. The r (in red) and p (in green) states are spread over

energy ranges similar to those encountered in graphite. The

corresponding bands strongly disperse over the S-C-X and

S-R-Z-U paths parallel to the ða~; b~Þ plane showing that the

strong (covalent) in-layer carbon–carbon interactions are

maintained. Along the X-S and R-U paths (underlined by

red rectangles) orthogonal to ða~; b~Þ planes, the bands do not

reveal any significant dispersion. This strongly suggests

that out of plane interactions are extremely weak (graph-

ene–intercalant or graphene–graphene interactions) rela-

tively to those encountered between graphene layers in

graphite. This conclusion is strongly supported by the

energy localisation of the aluminium and chlorine states,

and the fact that their bands remain practically flat what-

ever the direction of the FBZ.

The valence electron density maps corresponding to the

AlCl3–GIC in graphene layer, perpendicular to graphene lay-

ers and in themiddle of the vanderWaals gap (parallel to ða~; b~Þ

plane) are presented in Fig. 6. Theelectrondensity distribution

in the graphene layer seems not significantly affected by the

intercalant molecules located in the van der Waals gap.

Fig. 3 Crystal structure resulting from a geometrical optimization for Al4Cl12C48





The calculated energy of the interaction between layers

is estimated to graphite interlayer interaction in eV/at:

IEGIC ¼ ÿ0:001 eV=at

which is significantly lower than interlayer interactions

in graphite.

As a conclusion, in AlCl3–GIC, the bi-dimensional

character is maintained. The interlayer interactions are

reduced both by enhancement of the inter graphene layers

distances and the very weak graphene–intercalant interac-

tions emphasized by the band structure calculation results.

Fig. 4 a Bands structure diagrams. b whole and projected DOS for

graphite. c First Brillouin Zone. d, e Fat bands diagrams emphasizing

in thick lines the r and p bands contributions. The superimposed red

rectangles point out the directions parallel to c~ axis along which the

bands dispersions are associated to orbitals overlaps through the van

der Waals gap (Color figure online)

b

Fig. 5 AlCl3–GIC bands structure results. a First Brillouin Zone.

b Bands structure diagram. c, d Whole and projected DOS. The

absence of dispersion (flat bands) along the directions parallel to c~

axis (underlined by the red rectangles) strongly suggests the absence

of overlap between intercalant and carbon orbitals inducing interlayer

interactions weaker than in graphite (Color figure online)



Due to the strong similarities between the structures of

the three studied GICs, the main conclusions obtained on

AlCl3–GIC are extended to the other ones.

3.4 Tribologic Properties

Due to the weak number of cycles used in order to study

the intrinsic friction properties of the lamellar compounds,

no significant wear was revealed during the tribologic

experiments.

The friction coefficients recorded, under high-purity

argon atmosphere, for pristine graphite and FeCl3, AlCl3 and

SbCl5–GICs are presented in Fig. 7. Whereas in the case of

graphite, the friction coefficient presents an induction period

before raising the steady friction coefficient of 0.22, the

friction of all GICs starts at a value strongly inferior to the

stabilized graphite friction coefficient. The friction coeffi-

cients obtained after three cycles, considered to correspond

to the intrinsic friction properties of the compounds, are

equal to 0.09 for the three GICs and confirm the possibility to

use GICs as solid lubricants [71].

The friction behaviour recorded as a function of cycle

number differs with the intercalated species. In the case of

FeCl3–GIC, a very good stability of the tribologic perfor-

mances is noticed until the end of the friction. In the case of

AlCl3–GIC, the friction coefficient is stable over 60 cycles

and progressively increases up to the value of graphite

tribofilm. The SbCl5–GIC exhibits the more unstable

behaviour. The friction coefficient fluctuates between 0.09

up to 0.18 to finally stabilize at 0.15 after 60 cycles. The

Fig. 6 Valence electrons

density maps in graphene layers,

perpendicularly to graphene

layers and in the middle of the

van der Waals gap for graphite

and the AlCl3–GIC. In the case

of graphite, a significant

electron density between

eclipsed carbon atoms (arrows)

is clearly visible confirming the

2pz carbon orbitals overlaps

through the gap. The AlCl3–

GIC maps reveal weak electron

density between graphene layer

and chlorine atoms



behaviour of the two last compounds strongly suggests

evolutions of the structure and composition of these com-

pounds during friction as de-intercalation process.

These conclusions are also supported by the tribologic

results obtained in the presence of PE at the beginning of

the friction tests. The results presented in Fig. 8 show the

same behaviour for the three GICs. The friction coefficient

in the presence of PE is of the order of 0.07 and raises a

value of 0.09 just after PE evaporation. In the case of FeCl3
and AlCl3–GICs, the friction coefficients evolve by stabi-

lized steps with rapid evolution between two steps which

lets suppose a rapid evolution of the interfacial material

such as de-intercalation.

In order to confirm this de-intercalation process, the

initial SbCl5–GIC and the corresponding tribofilms

obtained after 10 and 80 cycles are investigated by means

of Raman microspectrometry. Figure 9 presents the Raman

spectra collected on (a) pristine graphite, (b) initial Stage 1

GIC before the friction test and (c, d) on tribofilms.

The Raman spectrum of pristine graphite (Fig. 9a)

exhibits one large band at 1,580 cm-1 assigned to optical

E2g vibration mode of the carbon atoms (G band) and two

small peaks at 1,350 and 1,620 cm-1, respectively, attrib-

uted to disorder (D and D’ bands) [20, 72, 73].

The initial SbCl5–GIC (Fig. 9b) presents only one peak

at 1,627 cm-1 in its Raman spectrum. This peak corre-

sponds to the G band. The energy shift, compared to

graphite, is associated to the electron transfers from the

graphene layers to the intercalant molecules.

The Raman spectrum recorded on the tribofilm obtained

after 10 cycles (Fig. 9c) exhibits one main band at

1,610 cm-1 corresponding to an intercalation stage supe-

rior to 1 [72] and three small peaks at 1,627 cm-1 (Stage 1

SbCl5–GIC), 1,580 and 1,350 cm-1 (G and D bands of

graphite). The presence of de-intercalated GIC in the

tribofilm obtained after 10 cycles points out that a de-

intercalation process occurs in the early instant of friction.

The Raman analysis of the tribofilm obtained after 80

cycles (Fig. 9d) only exhibits the D and G bands of

graphite. The high value of the D/G intensity ratio com-

pared to graphite demonstrates the highly disordered

character of the tribofilm structure.

Raman spectroscopy clearly shows that in the case of

SbCl5–GIC, the de-intercalation phenomenon is complete

after 80 cycles which can explain the obtained friction

coefficient close to 0.2.

4 Discussion

The intrinsic tribologic properties of metal chloride MClx
GICs clearly demonstrate that the intercalation of species

in the van der Waals gaps strongly influences the friction

behaviour of initial graphite.

The correlation of the tribologic data to the electronic

studies shows that the intercalation of MClx species into

graphite strongly improves the friction performances

(0.07\ l\ 0.09 compared to 0.2 for pure graphite). This

beneficial effect is attributed to the large enhancement of

the van der Waals gaps and the weak interactions between

the intercalant and the graphene layers leading to the easy

Fig. 7 Friction coefficient evolution recorded under high-purity Ar

atmosphere for the reference compound (graphite) and the three GICs

µgraphite

µgraphite

µgraphite

Fig. 8 Friction coefficient evolution for the three GICs obtained

when one drop of PE is added at the beginning of the test in order to

facilitate the tribofilm formation. The friction properties of the

various compounds are measured after the evaporation of the PE. As

it is clearly seen for AlCl3 and FeCl3–GICs, the friction coefficient

evolves by step pointing out structural and chemical evolutions of the

GICs (de-intercalation phenomena) in the tribologic interface during

friction leading to a deterioration of their tribologic properties



cleavage along direction parallel to ða~; b~Þ planes (due to the
weakening of interlayer interactions through the van der

Waals gap).

Evolution of the friction coefficient as a function of

cycle numbers shows that the durability of the perfor-

mances depends on the nature of the intercalated species. If

a good stability is obtained in the case of FeCl3–GIC, de-

intercalation occurs during friction test leading to a dete-

rioration of friction properties for AlCl3 and SbCl5–GICs.

This interpretation is strongly supported by Raman analy-

ses which points out that de-intercalation is partially

achieved after 10 cycles and complete after 80 cycles in the

case of the SbCl5–GIC.

5 Conclusion

Tribologic experiments carried out on pristine graphite and

transition metal chloride GICs demonstrate that intercala-

tion of electrophilic species in the van der Waals gap

modifies tribologic behaviour.

Due to ill-organized distribution of intercalant species in

the van der Waals gap of graphite, bands structures and

energy calculations were carried out for the AlCl3–GIC on

an optimized structure based on experimental deduced

parameters (c~ axis, interlayer distance) and energy mini-

mization. The main results show an interlayer interaction

lower for the intercalated compounds than for graphite

which is considered to be at the origin of the friction

properties improvement of graphite by the intercalation

process.

Evolution of the GIC friction properties during friction

test associated to Raman analyses of the tribofilm at dif-

ferent steps of the experiments demonstrate that in the case

of steel surfaces, de-intercalation process occurs in the case

of AlCl3 and SbCl5–GICs, leading to a degradation of the

friction performances of the built tribofilm.

As a conclusion, intercalation of electrophilic species in

the van der Waals gap of graphite leads to friction prop-

erties improvement mainly attributed to the weakening of

interlayer interaction resulting in easy shearing along

direction parallel to ða~; b~Þ planes.
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